Tech Soccermen Ranked Top In NE After Amherst Win

By Neal Harvey

MIT's bid to wind up top ranking in New England last Saturday when it defeated Amherst, 10-0, at Old Harvard Stadium.

Amherst, a top New England power, and the second-seeded Harvard, 50, and was considered the pregame favorite to upset the Lord Jeffs in every aspect.

Tech Defense Holds Solid

Amherst started the game with an early goal that would give them an edge to repel. Tech's defense ac-

cepted the challenge and did not allow Amherst to score later, despite being pushed back into their own territory before they could enter the goal area for a score.

The strong Tech forward line, led by Bob McMillan, '64, center forward, Mohammed Chikhaoui, '65, left half, and Mohammed Al- mohammed, '64, right half, worked well together to prevent Amherst from scoring.

DU Tops LXA 13-6, SAE Edges Betas

Duel Sikes carries the ball through the middle for LXA in the late rounds of the Eastern Co-
division two weeks ago. Last Tuesday in Waltham, the Techmen met Coast Engineers, with BU. (Photo by Joseph Baroni)

Foul Scott of SAE dives off tackle as Beta defenders Dick Nygren, Harold Bransen, and Terry Riley (r. to l.) converge.

Chuck Reik looks on after blocking for SAE. The talents won, 12-0, in their second quarter action of Saturday's contest with BU. (Photo by Joseph Baroni)

Moter Falls to Sullivan

Aasnaes Eliminated in ECAC Upset

By JOHN HENDRICK

Co-captain Neil Hull and the twelfth hour as well as later rounds into the third round, fought by a close margin. He dropped the first set 8-6 but tied the match up with a 6-4 win in the second set. Sae won the third set, and the tournament was won.

Tech Overpowers Brandeis Golfers, 398-482;

Hub Records Are On the Tech Win

BY JOHN HENDRICK

MIT's varsity cross country team fell to a very strong University of New Hampshire squad at Durham, New Hampshire last Saturday. UNH's first man set a school record at MIT's Harriers fell 33-3. Roger Hirshberg '66 finished first in MIT for the fourth position in the race. Seconded for the win, MIT captured the next eight positions to win handily. The Techmen, who finished second for the Institute and were followed closely by a pack of three, Mic Millen, Tom Goddard, and Rose- marie Carroll '66. Last Tuesday in Waltham, the Harriers met Coast Engineers, with BU. (Photo by Joseph Baroni)
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